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When 

George and Diana were working on his person directed 

plan, one of the key things that came up was his        

passion for animals. We soon found out that just 

around the corner from his home on the edge of       

Kensington Market, there is a Cat Café called TOTS – 

Inside the café there is a bright glassed in cat room 

where customers can  interact with the rescue cats and 

kittens. They just reached their 100th adoption          

milestone last week. The café is driven by donations 

($5 gets you a coffee and admission into the cat cave) 

and of course volunteers like George! George has a 

wonderful natural capacity to make people laugh and 

although he is mindful of the quick and unpredictable 

movements of cats, his  mantra of “Animal rights” even 

persuaded the owners to switch from a standard wire 

grooming brush to a bright  purple massage brush! The 

café is located just west of Spadina on College. 
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Making Change for 

the Better: If not 

now, when?  

If not us, who? 

By Tullio Orlando 

He implored whomever cared to 

listen to be the ‘change they     

wanted to see in the world.’ In so 

doing, he became humanity’s best 

known principled and disciplined 

activist, pacifist and change agent.  

A humble and modest man,            

Mahatma Ghandhi preached that to 

effect positive change was to         

participate in its making. He  aspired 

to connect the need for social        

justice and change to a wider      

movement for making essential 

differences which  resonate today – 

at times less so it seems but still 

there. I’d like to think of Montage as 

harboring its own interpretation of 

being the change we want to see.   

We shouldn’t be afraid of           

change – it’s a natural part of life 

and our social world. While its 

meaning can have diverse                

connotations, a common thread       

is the difference change can make. 

It helps adaptation to a new         

purpose and the restriction and    

perpetuation of what we want to 

see changed.  

To be really effective, a microcosm 

view is necessary for positive 

change to be meaningful. It needs 

to impact us and the people around 

us. While change for the better on a 

global spectrum is a noble and     

worthy pursuit, it needs to start at 

home. We need to first leave our 

footprints on the turf we presently 

occupy before venturing beyond our 

limits. We need to take                      

responsibility and ownership for 

making lasting change and until the 

need for change identifies itself to 

us again. 

Leaving change to someone else 

doesn’t guarantee it’ll happen;      

it’s likely that person is thinking the 

same way about leaving change to 

you. So, that leaves it to us to take 

charge of what change we want to 

occur. Change doesn’t need to be 

on a large scale either. Small things 

accumulate and if each of us does 

our part the  impact would be sig-

nificant. In a way, it’s the ‘butterfly 

effect’ metaphor for social change – 

where even small modifications   

create noticeable changes in initial 

conditions and a pointedly different 

outcome. 

Where to start? How can you and     

I make a positive difference in the 

world? We need to remember that 

we can only be responsible for our 

own actions and while saving the 

world is a daunting task, igniting 

change at home is less difficult.      

For instance, treating others with      

courtesy, respect, and dignity can 

quickly result in mutual dividends 

not just to the initiator but to the 

recipient of change. Just imagine      

if we all thought the same way. Like 

the beating of one butterfly’s wings, 

its effects reverberate throughout 

time and space, expanding               

outwards to inspire others.             

Conduct change often enough        

and it becomes part of who             

we are.  

Renowned anthropologist,           

Margaret Mead said: “Never     

doubt that a small, committed 

group of citizens can change the 

world; indeed, it’s the only thing 

that ever has.” Indeed. 
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A few weeks ago, Chris was contracted by Accessible Professionals of    

Ontario to do an ‘audit’ of one of Toronto’s major Hotels (of course we 

can’t tell you where or which one, because Chris worked as a        

‘Mystery Guest’.  On his over night stay, in one of the newly re-vamped 

accessible rooms, he was asked to take advantage of all amenities          

including the gym, restaurants, deck, meeting rooms, public spaces and of 

course his own deluxe room.  The audit included interactions with hotel 

staff that Chris was to rate from his first communication with on-line       

reservations, in person, through to check in, room readiness, front desk 

services, house-keeping and maintenance. Chris discussed his observation 

report with his support staff who accompanied him and then submitted it 

to APO (Accessibility Professionals of Ontario) head office for approval.  

With an innate talent for talking candidly about accessibility concerns and 

challenges.  Chris provided the hotel management team with constructive 

feedback that went beyond his own limitations to impact, seniors,           

parents with small children, and of course guests who require assistance 

as well as the use wheelchairs. 

Overall the hotel was very                

receptive to his report and will be 

reviewing all of Chris’s recommen-

dations . Thanks to Montage        

support staff Elizabeth, Sheldon 

and Brenda and the staff at the       

Hotel—Checking “in” to Check 

things “out” proved to be an          

exceptional learning experience for 

everyone. 

CHECKING “IN”  TO CHECK THINGS OUT 

 

DJ LUKEY 

Luke’s love of music, and   

desire to become a disc      

jockey has been a passion   

since he was a young child.   

From shovelling driveways to 

the purchase of his first 

equipment to taking DJ       

classes at Scratch Lab DJ      

Institute where he met his 

instructor and future mentor, 

Connor Cutz.  Luke has found 

his niche, and in May of this 

year put his years of determi-

nation to the test and to no 

one’s surprise, took the lime-

light by storm, entertaining  

an  intimate crowd of 60     

people at the Mix                   

Community Club like a            

seasoned pro. 

What’s Your Dream? 2017 is 

pleased to have DJ Lukey entertain 

guests during reception. 

 

The “Mystery Guest” assignment aligned itself perfectly with the work 

Chris has done with AccessTO on “Accessibility” and restaurants in the 

city.  



 

         IN THE COMMUNITY 

Through the RBC                                     

Employee Volunteer                    

Program, Montage                      

received $1,000 dollars to put 

towards sprucing up one of 

our community homes.   

Chris Papadoliopoulos, 

Branch Manager at Keele &        

Wilson and his team, along 

with Montage’s Davie Singh 

patched and painted to give 

the home’s mutual living 

room area a fresh new look! 
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